

Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and What They Might Accomplish: Highline College is required by the United States Department of Education (DOE) to comply with the recently adopted Title IX regulations, which took effect on August 14, 2020. It is recommend by DOE for institutions of higher education to comply with the letter dated August 24, 2021, from the assistant secretary of DOE Office of Civil Rights regarding Title IX regulations, https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/202108-titleix-VRLC.pdf.


Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Ay Saechao, Mailstop 6-7, P.O. Box 98000, phone 206-592-3303, email asaechao@highline.edu.
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